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                                    Ab$tract

   The purpose of this paper is to analyse merits and demerits of the expre$sway Toll-?ooling

System (TPS) ancl to examine the basis for introduction of 'VPS in Japan.

   It is proved that from the social-welfare-maximization point of view TPS is not iiuCbrior to

the Self-Supporting Accounting System By Root (SSASBR) other things being equal. The econo-

mic basis, income redistribution effects, and institutional constraints of "I'I'S are analysed on quasi-

clynamic investment criteria.

   We conclude that the institutional con$traints can only be a check for the introcluction of

'rPS･

Key Words: Expressway toll-pooling system, Se}f-supporting accounting system, 9uasi-clynamic

lnvestment crlterla.

1. Principle of the Self-SupportiRg Accounting System

    The properties of such a goods.service that wiil become barely consummable

by the appropriation of big-push public projects (we call it to be social oz,erhead

capital serwice) are that (cr) `market' of the goods.service concerned is not formed

azttomatically in the Ccompetltive) market mechanism (without some interventions

transcending individual economic unit); and, though being rare}y a case, (d) `market'

caR be automatically formed and continues iR the market mechanism only in the

non-competitive market mechanism; and (P) the most part of indirect economic
effects which are to constitute the `social benefits' being generated by the accom-

modation of the goods.service concerned reslde in this `non-marketability', i?z the

meaning that it results in the total values which will be obtained by summing up

what is formed, in incidence basis, owing to the teclmolagical (non-marketable)

external effect in the stage of generation having been propagated and dispersed

marketably or non-marketably; though this is partly a dual property of (cr> and
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<afi>2).

    Here exists the meaningfulness of the public investment criteria (of course,

including public-fare policy) that intend to allocate optimally scarce resources by

the interventions transcending individual economic unit.

    Though HotelliRg PropositioR (the principle of marginal cost pricing)`' is the

logical conclusion beyond further dispute provided that we should expect the func-

tioR of eflicient resource allocation to the price mechanlsm, it leaves unsolved such

a problem as `Reasonable Cost Burden (RCB) (reasonable interpersonal allocation of

cost burden)' whether we should subsidize the deficit resulted in the public utility

or the special accollnt which takes charge of production of the social ovexhead

capital services by the general account or not, depending upon the value judgement

in the optimum income distribution3).

    What should we mean by a `Principle of the Selyfl-Sztmporti7ig AccotLntabilit:y'

or `the Self-Sle{mporting Accounti7zg kS5,stem (SSAS)' in the public fare policy being

intended shor-trun demand-supply adjustments on the premise that there is a public

investment criteria, or certain amount of social overhead capital facilitles which

generates social overhead capital services. It (SSAS) is inteRded to solve the pro-

blem of `Reasonable Cost Burden' by charging all the aveyage cost of the socia]

overhead capital service concerned (most of which will be capital costs) to the

direct users in some form of fares, based upon the `Principle qlC Bene.ficiar:y Bunten

(PBB)' even if we might infringe Hotelling Proposition, that is, sacrifice the efllieiency

of resource allocation.

    To be conrete, it (SSAS) is what prescribes one constraint condition which

fulfils its function in the optimal problem of public fare policy or public investment

criteria, in the meaning that the time series of public fare rate must be optimized

under the constraint (we call it to be Self-Supporting AccountiRg System Constraint)

that the total revenues taken into account over the planning horizon (e. g., amorti-

zation term) of the public project concerned must be equal to or more than the

total costs, in a case where certain amount of social overhead capital facilities is

presupposed; or the time series of public fare rate of the social overhead capital

service being supplied by the set of the public project for which public funds are

scheduled to be allocated must be optimized under the constraint of satisfying the

above-mentioned financial viability (ii! the total revenues taken into account over

the planning horizon minus the total costs equals non-negative), which should be

simultaneously determined with the optimization of allocation of the public invest-

ment.

2. Self-Supporting Accounting System By Route vs. Toll-Poo}ing System

    Under the current toll-ordinal highway system in Japan, the constraint of the

self-supporting accounting system is set by each route [we call it to be seijLsupport-

ing accounting system by route (SSASBR)]. It is understood that, for this, each

route is considered to be one social oT,erhead capital facilities en bloc, for which

the public fare policy or public investment criteria subject to the constraint of the
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self-supporting accounting system can be applied.

    The national intercity expressways system (NIES) is structured with the inten-

tion that each route (each Traversing Expressway or each Crossing Expressway)

as a constituent of it shou}d be gathered and `connected organically to constitute

the national principal transport netwoxk'i) and create multiplicative and accumulative

effects beyond the simple additive sum of benefits of each route measured by itsel£
However, supposing that the self-supporting accounting system were applied for the

NIES, in the sarne way as for the current toll ordinal highways systein, and if even

a route incapable of satisfying the self-suppoyting accounting system in this NIES

is included, then it will be excluded from the choice bundle (set) of public invest-

ment criteria, being incompatible with the SSASBR, no matter what ]arge contribu-

tion the NIES may create to the national economic welfare Gn case of the public

iRvestment allocation). Namely, to apply the SSASBR to the NIES means that
there exist some possibilities which lose the omport･unitpu reali2ing the 7iational

economic welyC}ire which is a concept in the more high ranl<ing (tlLan l)enefits) all

the while.

    A toll:lt)ooling s)istem (TPS) is the one ln which we ragard the NLIrS as one

social owerhead cal)it'al .facilit'ies, and apply for it the theory of public fare policy

orpublicinvestmentcriteriasubiecttotheconstraintoftheSSAS. .
                                              '    Under this TPS, even if a NIES includes some routes which do not satisfy

the SSASBR (in case of public investment allocation), it has a teRdency to work

towards the diminishing of the possibilities above-mentioned to a great extent, in

the meaning that this NIES is not excluded from the op£ion bundle of public in-
vestment criteria, if only it satisfies the principle of the SSAS in such procedures

as subsidization by the whole NIES, namely transSer of subsidies from the surplus

route to deficit route, or pooling toll revenues obtained from the NIES on the

whole, and then charging costs due to it with this poo}ed funds.

    If it is supposed that (a) we tal<e up only an efficient allocation problem of

resource for consideration, and (b) there does not exist inefliciency on resource

al!ocation ox difference in costs which may well occgr in managing both systems,

then we can infer clearly that the TPS is a weafeer constraint than the SSASBR,

fyom the fact that either of both systems is to function as a constraint in the

optimization problem whlch is intended to rnaximize the National Economic Welfare

(NEW), that is, pubiic fare policy ox public investment criteria, and any NIES

satisfying the SSASBR satisfies, without fail, the TPS; so that it can be qualitatively

concluded thas there does 7iot exist the propositio7i that the 71PS were less i7t7Ci7rior

to the ssASBR, in the meaning that it is absolutely impossible that the optimum

value o'f the National Economic Welfare attalned by the TPS were less than thas

by the SSASBR.

    As the actual national economy has such a production structure that each
industyy with the subscript of region is connected organically each other, and worl<s

with the interdependent structure being dependent vertically and horizontally, the

possibility will be enhaRced that it will be concluded that the [I)PS will be as much
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superior to the SSASBR in case of (a) and (b) above-mentioned being presupposed,

as there is a high possibility that the NIES stimulates to mal<e these orgaRic activi-

ties more ethcient, or to change them to a new organic interdependent relations

by which more high leT,el of the NEW can be obtained. It is not too much to
say that the TPS, in the meaning above-mentioned, is intendecl to uti}ize optimally

the productivity of the NIES which will contribute to the national economy iR the

form of transport network, by retreating the principle of the SSAS to some extent.

    However, since this TPS will make the principle of the SSAS, above all, which

includes the PBB, retreat to some extent, naturally there arises such a problem as

does not occur under the `SSASBR' and particularly a problem concerned with

the `RCB'. Consequently, in such a case where these problems may be contra-
dictory to the realization of precondition (a) and (b) above-mentioned, it need scarcely

be said that the qualitative superiority of the TPS will no longer hold over the

SSASBR. Fundamentally, it is necessary that these problems will be dealt with

case by case. <As wM be described later on, even in a case where a so-ca}led

income redistribution problem is dealt with, namely the precondition of (a) does

not hold there is a high possibility that the superiority of the TPS will actually

hold over the SSASBR)

3. Quasi-Dynamic Publie Investment Criteria

    According to the ideal dynamic investment criteria, the time trajectory of the

optimum NIES under the TPS should be derived by analyzing the time trajectories

of the transport route construction which will maximize the present aggregate

value over the infinite period aRd fare rate system of these construction routes,

subject to the constraint that the total revenues are equal to or larger than total

costs, and funds in each use satisfies their opportunity cost criteria, based upon the

data such as the pooled set of transport routes feasible for selection, time series of

available funds, various forms of technical function, and their time series, etc.;

however, here. being in closer touch with reality, we intend to try in the first

approximation to derive the time trajectory of the optimum NIES, by examining

al] the conditions for selection of a new transport route (usually, this is a deficit

route by ltself> under the TPS.

    Now let us consider to construct and add a new route (we call it to be rr

route> to the NIES composed of the specified n routes for each T time (which we

show to be Hh). We show tbe NIES newly set up to be H:.i. The SSAS con-
straint set by the TPS is shown as follows:

                   IT,n,tl 1        G.(T) + Cz + ,21, (1 + p),:L-;.- M)..,(t, r･Pin+i(t), r･P2n+i(t), ･･･, r･p-t･gJ,l(t))

          s[iti',li-cl-llFilp>-,,-=･,,-R;..,(t,r･pl'"i(t),',ps･"'(t),･･･,F･pne;(t)), a)

where,

    G.(T)=the amount of the loan unredeemed of Hh for r time which is deter-
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          mlned depending upon the time series of construction trajectory of Hl,

          and fare rate system (up to T time);

      C: :constrllction costs of T route'
                                    ,
  fiP,"･'i(t)rmtime series of fare rate system of i route iR the set of Nl.yi (on and

          after T time) (t=T, T+1, ･･･>;

ta,+i(t, .)=time series of management and operation expenses of Hza., (on and

          after T time) (t--T, T+l, ･･･);

Rg,+i(t, .)metime series of revenue from Hl.i (on and after T time) (t=:T, T÷1, ･･･);

      p=socialrateofdiscount(O<p<]); L

    T,/i+x =planning horizon.

    If we consider the terrn of redemption (we set the maximum admissible value

of added route by itselt' to be T...) to be planning horizon, TA+i is cleterrr}ined

depending' upon the construction trajectory of Nh, and

        Tl""t +i =<=. Tm axt (2)

    Moreover, since the opportunity cost of coRstruction funds for this added route

must be covexed and compensated from the national economic point of view,

        co 1        ,II. Ii..,,a'tt'p>-t:',,' F//}+i(t, r'P{t'i(t), r'Psi"i(ti, ..., np:"i(t))

            oo 1          - ,:.,,, (1rm':l'll'tt"5't'""L' Fn(t, Rn(t), ,Psi(t), ..., .p:(,))

          k6'O+ ,:co...m'('i"¥lp>,,':';' [M;'+i(t, "P,"'i(t), r･P,n'i(t), ･,., r･p;7+i(t))

          -ML, (t, PIi (t), RSt (t), ･･･, .l )ge, (t))), (3)

must be satisfied; where

   P,"･ (t)=time series of fare rate system for each route in the set of H;, (on and

         after T time);

 F.(t, .)==time series of the NEW (but, in terms of money) under the H},(t=T,

         T+1, ･･･);

   L.,i :=time series of the NEW (however, in terms of money) uRder the Hts+,;

      ti=opportunity costs pex unit of public investment funds (1<6);

M.(t, .) =tlme series of management and operatlon costs for K, (on and after T

         time)

and, P,"t (t) is the solution for the next optimal problem:

        ln.ya. i,} ,iOiOI].,-a--i･ig---li->-t-:-:--?-- L, (t, PIi(t), Ps(t), ･･･, p;:(t)), <4)
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        s･t. G.(r)+ifl'iuivl'tt>',,':Lx"Mn(t,1:'r(t),Ppm,･･･,P;s,(t))

              ;:S iili "('l't->,ii.:-,- R.(t, 1'ie(t), Pe (t), ･･･, p;: (t)) (s>

where,

R. (t, .)==time series of revenues from the H;, (on and after T time) (t=T, r+1, ･･･);

    T.=the term of unredemptjon (-<.7im.). '

    Provided that there exist time series of r'Pl,"i(t) which satisfies (1) and (2> equa-

tions, then the route r, can l)e contained in the set for selection (an element of

which we call to be a proposed additional route) as an additional route to Hh

for T time. Conversely, in such a case that there does not exist time series of

nP:･i"i(t) which satisfies (1) and (3) equations simultaneously, the construction of thls

route T cannot be admissible except for depending upon the value judgement which

transcends the ethciency criteria of national economic resource allocation and!or

the criteria of the TPS as a principle of the SSAS (The so-called political route

will be an example admitted by such a value judgement).

    It can be understood that the relative magnitude of the priT)ate ztsditl7iess of

this additional route is expressed according to whether the equation (1) is tight as

a constraint oy ont; and the social ztsdielness of this additional route is expressed

according to the equation (3).

    The condition in order for a set of plural routes to be included in the set for

selection also can be obtained in a simlar form to (l) and (3) by developing same

kind of argument as above.

    The first approximation, here, to the dynamic investment criteria is intended

to maximize the present total value of the NEW over the infinite perlod by allotting

roles of control variable to the additional routes for each T time and the time

series of fare rate system of the NIES in which they are included under the con-

straint of the available funcls for each T time and the equatioRs of (1) and (3)

(or similar equations as them).

    As the multiplicative effects and accumulative effects caR be expectecl, even in

the marginal sense, by constructing additionally plural routes (not single), then the

proposed additional routes composed of plural routes can be expected to generate

and bring additional benefits over the simple additlve sum of the aciditio7?al benofls

derived from each proposed additional route composed of single route, which of

course constitutes plural ones (the pure increases in the present total value over

the infinite period of the NEW brought by constructing ancl utilizing the route

concerned); however, on the contrary, funds constraint will be more tight. There-

fore, to be more realistic, we should try the first approximation to the dynamic

investment criteria (for example, by regarding all the funds over several periods

on and after T time as being available for T time) on the assumptioR that we can

substitute approximately plural routes by the time trajectory of construction of such

a route as may continue to construct over several periods on and after T time.
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4-. Eeonemic Youndation for the Exforcement of the TPS

    According to whether the equation (1) is tight or not as mentioned in the

preceding section, it ls to show degrees in the priwate zt.s(yCletbiess of the NIES for

the `Japan Highway Pub}ic Coxporation', and moreover make the internal subsidiza-

tion (interna} appropriatioB) from the surplus (black-inl<) route to cleficit one to be

possibie. Now, let the present total value of b}ack-ink figures of the Toll-Pooling

Accounting (TPA) over the planning horizon be S. (krmO), and the present total

value of deficit figures of the Single Accounting (by route) of the additional route

sc over the plaRning horizon be D. (<O), then

        S;,+D,, ). O, (6)
That the equation (6) ho]ds never fail to mean to make (1) hold. This means that

the existing NIES is composed of, relatively excellent routes judgiRg from the mana-

gerial point of view, and the Japan Highway Public Corporation can give subsldies

to (construction of) the deficit routes within the limits of S,, (we call this to be

Ante-biternal Shrbsidi2i7zg Possibility (AISP)). However, now that this has the

property as a `subsidy', lts management will have to be done by any rule. One

of the `Internal Subsidizing Rule of the Deficit Route (ISRDR)' based upon the

ediciency of the national economic resource allocation is to impose the equation (3)

as a constraint; by which the demaRd for construction of comparatively inferior

route in the contribution to the NEW can be rejected at least, though it is so

often done on the bases that the financial affairs are satisfactory at any rate and

they will not run into red figures.

    Usually, ln the process of consolidation of she NIES, the transport route of

which financial affairs are not so good, gradually, begins to be constructed on the

bases of the quasi-dynarnic investment criteria as exp}ained in the pyeceding section,

and S?, is to converge to the zero. However, thls is the situation where the TPS

exhibits xnostly its special quality. That ls, in such a case where the revenue of

other routes grows great]y larger owing to the utilizatioR of the route rc even if

there exist no funds enouth to subsidize D.. before the fact, and as it can be ex-

pected that the equation (3) never fails to hold in such a case, then there ls a hlgh

possibility that the xoute r, may be included in the set of selection of the additional

route, admittiRg that the single accounting of the route rr turns out to be red

figures (and even if there exist no funds enouglt to subsidize lt interna}ly before

the fact) (we call this situation to be Ex post .7Cticto kiternal Subsidi2ing Possibility

(EISP)).

    In other words, it can be characterlzed that the TPS is intended to raise

higher the national economic efficiency of resource allocation by makiRg positively

efHcient use of these both Internal Subsidizing Possibilities. Tlie significance of

making eracient use of these may be divided into two broad classes: (i) to decrease

the probability of risk that we may exciude a route the construction and utilization

of which turRs out to be very useful privately aRd socially though it may show

drastic red figures in case of the single accountlng, and Gi) to decrease the likelihood,
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though it seems to be very high, that we may not be able to expect large amount

of development effects or external economic effects including those in the Marshallian

meaning as well, because of the relatively hlgh priced fare rate system being adopted,

even if such a route as mentioned above is not excluded under the SSASBR

    It is concluded that the social benefit of the national economic resource alloca-

tion owing to the TPS being adopted is definitely of positive values, iR the case

that such a `local deficit (Gi nationwide suiplus' route is included in tlie set of

routes for selection and because that such national economic effects, therefore, will

be of very large amount, in the meaning that even as to a route which were
destined to be excluded from the finally selected set for the reason of becoming

deficit according to the SSASBR, the coRstruction of it can be approved under

the TPS.

5. Effeets of the TPS on IRcome Distributien

    The qualitative proof on the non-inferiori£y of the TPS to tlte SSASBR in the
Section 2 needs two qua}ifications of (a) and (b). Here, the former is considered;

the latter will be referred to briefiy in the Rext Section.

    Though the property of the TPS lies in the making efRcient use of the ISP,

this apparently seems to be considered to bring forth rather wrong result on the

income (re)distribution amo7rg the users ofthe NIES. That is, since ,S?, is the funds

obtained from the H}, (S.>O), there holds the view that it should be utilized for

ehe constructien and consolidation of the H},. This will be supported by relatively

weak value judgement. However, in the case that the present total value (we show

this to be S:.i) of the surplus obtained in the TPA, over the planning horizon, of

the NIES (H];+i) formed by the additional construction of a route T is at least

equal to S., namely,

        O< 5h S.. SR. (7)
holds, then the TPS is neutral in the income redistribution among the users relating

to the Internal Subsidzing Funds, provided that we regard a part of S:+i equivalent

to S. as a fund for H},.

    For the income redistribution effect arnong the users to come most into ques-

tion is in the case that S;,>S:.ik-O and!or the actual state of the `local deficit &

nationwide surplus' route may be occasionally a£tended with the increase in the
burden of fare rate as for some routes in Hh, namely the equation:

        .l):.i(t)<rtP:t(t) (t=T,T+1,･･･), (8)
holds as regard several i (iE{1, 2,･･-, n}). However, even such a case is not so

important question if we take into consideratioR that the criteria for the route

concerned being adopted only under the TPS lies in the property that the economic

effects brought about by its construction and utilization are of the nationwide scale

and amount as mentioned in the preceding Sectlon. So far as the equatlons (1) and

(3) are satisfied, there is a high possibility that there are large social economic
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benefits enough to make even the existing users of ". consent to appropriate ,S?,

for the internal subsidization, or to approve a new increase in burden, which at-

tribute to them. This possibility, indeed, becomes more large, the smaller ,SV, is

(because, even in a situation where the internal subsidization from S. is hard to be

obtained, the `local deficit' route can be adopted).

    Most of such routes that will turn out to be of red figures if the constraint

of the SSASBR is set lie in the deve]oping area within Japan. As far as the
equations (1) and (3) are satisfied, above all, the development effect or positive

external economic effect which express-ways will bring about can be taken into

consideration, the TPS has a profile of being approved by rather relatively weak

value judgement as for the income (re)distribution, in the meaning that it is lll<ely

to induce the authority concerned to subsidize from relatively high income to low

mcome reglon.
    Though, sometimes related to this argumeRt, there are similar arguments which

advocate excluding the equation (1) andlor (3) from the set of constraints based

upon the same relative]y weal< value judgement as above, at least it is a matter

of course that these are Rot proper to the argument of whether we should adopt

the T?S or not.

              '
6. Institutional Basis for the ?ropriety of Adoption of TPS

    Straightforwardly, it is a practical defect in the TPS that `the so-called political

route is liable to be constructed'; because it is out of question under the TPS that

a route by oneself turns out to be deficit ln itself. Nothing is not so `strong sup-

porter (?)' as this, for those who are eager to promote the construction of a political

route. Particularly, in a case where S;, (>O) is of large value, the deficit route to

be socially ineflicient is apt to be coRstructed thoughtlessly and indiscriminately on

the basls of its having capacity enough to bear a burden. It is the equation (3)

measuriRg the social usefulness that checks this matter (the equation (1) is not tight

in thls case); however, it is very hard and difficu}t to measure the economic effect

of a local route on a nationwide scale. There a loophole is ready to exist. Even

if the equation (1) measuring the private usefulness is so tight (S),40), the route

to be inethcient privately and socially is liable to be constructeti by the same

reason. Thus, it is understood that to adopt the TPS is iRtended to clecyease the

risfe Probabilit3, that we lose the possibility realizing the NEW in the more high

ranking, at the expense of the risl< bearing to deteriorate the financial contents of

the Japan Highway Public Corporation (JHPC) (even to make it fall into the red).

Contrary to this, the SSASBR is intended to decreases the latter at the expense

of the former.

    In the case that there happen to break out once the red figuyes in the accounts

of the JHPC internally with no resolution yet in sight, How should we resolve this

by economic policy? How should we establish the management and operation
system so as to apply the TPS in conformity with the original rnodel more nor-

mally and exactly iRcluding the `exact' yesolution of measurement problem (or up
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to wltat extent have this matter been resoived)? It is dependent upon the xesolution

prepared for these two questions as mentioRed above which we should take into

account and argue more thoroughly, and eonsequently which risk we should avoid.
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